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the adventures of mr.

Horrible game. Bad graphics and bad, boring gameplay.. First impression after 16 levels: annoying physics puzzler/3D
platformer. Please note that most positive reviews have rather short play times; only 3% of players even got the first
achievement or finished the game, and judging by the "Global Leaderboard" here on Steam, those are 12 (twelve) players in all.
Why is that? Isn't the game aimed at children familiar with "Bob the Builder"? Well, in theory that's the case, but in practice the
game suffers from its unpredictable physics; if you had hoped for a sandbox-y experience, there's little opportunity of that, and
the game does punish exploration by making you drop through the floor or otherwise fail in many "wtf" ways. Sop you follow
the obvious path through a level (which is most often the only path the camera angles actually allow you to see), doing the
obvious forklifting/craning, with obstinate controls (rotating crane control is especially weird: instead of rotating the crane and
moving the trolley, you move the position of the hook up/down/left/right, which can result in some erratic movements).
Stacking crates one atop the other with the forklift is practically impossible; it works when the base is wide, i.e. one crate rests
on two others. Sort of. Stuff just goes wrong or behaves unexpectedly a lot. The physics interactions in this game are quite few;
if the devs had not gone with a general physics engine, but written code for these interactions separfately "oldschool" style, the
game would have been a lot better. Crates and vehicles don't need to topple over. The crane hook doesn't need to swing around
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at the end of "fake" cable. The physics code should've allowed the player to execute a solution plan in a predictable fashion.
Currently, that's just not the case. So who is the target audience for this game? It can't be small children because of the wonky
contrrols (no gamepad support) ; it can't be puzzle players because the puzzles are easy; it can't be physics game fans because
experimenting with the physics in this game is rarely rewarding. Get this if you like games that are sort of weird and sort of bad
and sort of cheap. You won't miss anything if you don't.. > Be me > Be Bobley > Laid off from work for allegedly wrecking
multiple construction vehicles > Find it easier to roll around in a ball than walk at times > People claim this may be a drinking
problem > But red round nose is genetic. Father Bobley also red nosed > Wake up one morning and drink very much Vlad >
FeelingGood.mpg.jpeg > Decide to show up to my old job's site and finish it on my own > Will show dedication and value >
Drive to job site > Roll around up some ramps and elevators > Steal a car > Drive car off ledge and land on adjacent job site >
F*ck that car > Elevator to the top > Steal another car > Drive car off ledge > F*ck that car too > Find forklift on like the 288th
floor > Steal forklift to get heavy box out of my way > Certified forklift operator so no big deal > Lift up box > Box falls off
ledge > Box falls for 7 solid minutes > Box kills dozens upon impact > Forklift loses grip and falls off ledge > I tuck and roll off
forklift mid-flight down > I commence the ball roll position > Still falling > Impact > Dozens more killed > Still in ball roll
position > Bobley fine > MFW I get supervisor promotion next day. Mr Bobley is not so much a game as a piece of artistic
talent. The game has everything a good game should have - and more. A beautiful soundtrack, arranged by what seems to be one
of the greatest sound teams on this platform, fitting to every nook and cranny of the world of Mr Bobley, tying the game
together and perfectly encapsulating the feelings of suspense and urgency. The sound effects are also recorded by what seems to
be the finest foley artists one could hope to find, creating a full experience with wholly immersive sounds ie. Mr Bobley's
grunts. The gameplay is superbly grandiose for an action-puzzle genre game, bar none. Nothing more needs to be said. The art
style has come under some criticism, however it really comes down to subjective preference. The details such as the 'Heavy
Load' signs on the elevator are what wrapped up the world for me, making the game more realistic and functional, however not
over-the-top, as the cartoonesque design of Mr Bobley insured the game is not to be taken too seriously, and a degree of fun is
to be had. Overall this game is a must have, and I am eagerly awaiting the arrival of a 'Mr Bobley 2'.. Game of the year every
year. Picture this example: you're working on a puzzle for, say, 20-30 minutes now. The "solution" requires stacking containers
and crates, and you're struggling against the (rather bad) physics engine but overall making progress. And then due to some
random not-your-fault physics bug, a key element of the puzzle just flies off of the building and is not recoverable. You must
suicide your Mr. B and start over, effectively forfeiting these 20+ minutes of work. How would you react? Because if this would
make you angry (and honestly it should) then stay well away from this game. This kind of thing happened to me, and more than
once. But the strange thing is, I found the game amusing enough that I managed to plough through all of this and actually enjoy
it. But that's just me: I enjoy quirky (bad) games. And there is a lot of "quirkiness" here indeed. The graphics are plain terrible,
even by my (lax) standards. The crazy physics simulation is your worst enemy. The music, while decent, is some sort of open
source thing because I am 99% confident I heard it in another Unity game recently. Controls seem kinda floaty yet are
suprisingly precise if you have the patience for them. The level design is. pretty good sometimes; it has its moments. I'd
recommend getting this only at a significant discount. There is some weird amusement to be had here but extracting it is not for
the faint of heart.. This game is not for everyone. But I personally love it. Why? Because it's interactive, original, fun, and I can
also play it with my 4 year old son. The different machines that you control (cranes, forklifts, cargo trucks, etc.) add interactive
layers and scale - for example, you can use a crane to transport a vehicle that can deliver cargo. The game can be very tedious
and annoying at times, but I never cared about this as a player. I like the core concept, the puzzles, the system, and that's enough
to keep me going. I'm not writing this to recommend it to everyone, or to my Steam friends. I'm writing this for the person who
is attracted by what they see on the screenshots. If you like the trailer, the screenshots, and don't expect AAA polish from a
game made by just one man. and, most importantly, if you're patient and are not easily frustrated, definitely buy it.. In this hit
sequel of Bob The Builder, after Bob The Builder lost his business and went bankrupt shortly after his business of talking
machines fell, he decided to join a government operated Business which has no Union which I must add. In this title you must
make it to the other side of the construction buildings to get a more fair wage in which you previously had, but the managers
won't allow that, and thus Bob The Builder changes his name to Mr.. not sure if it was worth the 15 or so cents.. A 10/10
masterpiece. For starters, the graphics are absolutely stunning, with Bobley himself being one of the most aesthetically pleasing
characters this gamer has ever laid their eyes on. Gameplay wise, you will find yourself constantly faced with daunting moral
dilemmas that will make you question your definition of right and wrong. The puzzles are delightfully balanced so as not to be
too easy or too frustrating; just the right amount of challenge for everyone. And the platforming, oh my the platforming. What
can I say other than that it's absolutely splendid. It will remind you of classic platformers like Super Mario 64 and Jak and
Daxter, all while still maintaining a unique feel all its own. Then there's the story. As already mentioned, the moral questions
The Adventures of Mr. Bobley poses are very intense and profound. If you are an innocent soul then this game might be too
much for you. I myself was shaken to the core by the time I reached the end, at which point I went on a month-long journey to
find the meaning of happiness and self-worth and have never been the same since. If you can find the strength to push through
the hardship though, I promise that the rewards you'll gain will be life-changing. Next up is the music. This game features a
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soundtrack so heavenly and pure that it would put Mozart to shame. My words really can't do it justice but you will fall in love
with it, I guarantee you. Lastly, I wanna talk about the technical integrity of Bobley. A lot of times games like this have a variety
of glitches and odd bugs as a result of being too far ahead of their time. This masterpiece, however, is the most stable game I've
ever played. 44 hours invested at the time of this review, and not one problem whatsoever. Everything works exactly as intended
and runs supremely smoothly. In sum, The Adventures of Mr. Bobley is about as perfect as any game can hope to be, and
playing it has made me a kinder, wiser person. To quote my friend Tin, it is an experience unlike any other.
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